
Javasmit� Men�
1002 S Missouri St, 63552, Macon, US, United States

+16603851060 - https://www.facebook.com/Javasmith-Espresso-Cafe-
208601485833528/

A comprehensive menu of Javasmith from Macon covering all 20 courses and drinks can be found here on the
food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What Hannah Horehlad likes about Javasmith:
Just when there and order a hot chai tea with cinnamon and a vanilla cappuccino and the prices were

reasonable and I've never had someone make a chai tea just the way I like it and because I'm very picky about it
and it was the best tea I've ever had and I didn't even have to describe the way I wanted it done! Best coffee in
the surrounding area!! read more. The place also offers the possibility to sit outside and eat in pleasant weather.

What User doesn't like about Javasmith:
Its the best coffee for miles. Pretty expensive for how little they give you though. Can't really complain when the
it’s the only macciatio you can get without driving 30 something miles. read more. Javasmith from Macon is the

perfect place if you want to taste delicious American menus like burgers or barbecue, The customers of the
establishment are also thrilled with the comprehensive variety of differing coffee and tea specialities that the

restaurant offers. Here they also cook South American fresh fish, meat, as well as beans and potatoes.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
CHAI

Süße�
MUFFINS

Desser�
BLUEBERRY MUFFIN

Ic� crea�*
VANILLA

Milchshake�
SMOOTHIE

Pop Tart�
BLUEBERRY

Ho� drink�
TEA

Coffe� an� Te�
HAZELNUT COFFEE

Popular Item�
SMOOTHIES

Drink�
DRINKS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
WRAP

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

CARAMEL

Coffe�
VANILLA CAPPUCCINO

MOCHA

DECAF

CAPPUCCINO

COFFEE

CHAI LATTE

LATTE
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Opening Hours:
Monday 07:00-12:00
Tuesday 07:00-12:00
Wednesday 07:00-12:00
Thursday 07:00-12:00
Friday 07:00-12:00
Saturday 07:30-12:00
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